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Abstract
Providencia sneebia strain ST1 is a symbiotic bacterium (belonging to phylum gammaproteobacteria)
with marine microalgae. This bacterium exhibits the ability to produce N-Acyl homoserine lactone
signal molecule. To date, no genome that originates from marine Providencia spp. has been
reported. In this study, we present the genome sequence of this strain. It has a genome size of 4.89
M, with 19 contigs and an average G+C of 51.97%. The function of 4,631 proteins was predicted,
and 3,652 proteins were assigned to COG functional categories. Among them, 407 genes are
involved in carbohydrate metabolism, 306 genes participate in nitrogen utilization and energy
conversion, and 185 genes related to signal transduction process. Thus, this strain plays an active
role in the biogeochemical cycle in algal life history. The whole-genome of this isolate and
annotation will help enhance understanding of bacterial ecological behavior in the phycosphere.
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Introduction
Cell-cell
communication in bacteria
is
accomplished through the exchange of chemical
signaling molecules called autoinducers (also called
cell-density regulates factors). This process, termed
quorum sensing (QS; especially the N-Acyl
homoserine lactone, AHL), allows bacterial
populations to coordinate gene expression (1). Marine
environments, such as those in the phycosphere area,
are abundant in nutrients and rich with diverse
populations of microorganisms. Interactions of
microalgae and bacteria affect the physiology of both
partners, alter the chemistry of their environment, and
shape ecosystem diversity (2). Previous studies
confirmed that algae are greatly affected by symbiotic
bacteria, and these interactions are mediated through

the production and exchange of infochemicals (2-4).
Understanding signal language may shed light on the
interaction between algae-associated microbial
communities in the native host.
Providencia sneebia strain ST1 was isolated from
the dinoflagellate (Scrippsiella trochoidea) in Shenzhen
seacoast, Guangdong Province, China, using a
seawater LB medium. P. sneebia ST1 belongs to
γ-proteobacteria based on its 16s-rRNA sequences (5).
This strain is a Gram-negative, aerobic, motile, and
long-rod shape bacterium. Its optimal growth
temperature was 30 ℃ (5). The P. sneebia ST1 featuring
high efficiency in utilize nitrogen and competitiveness
in algae-bacteria symbiosis, and can be applied as a
potential algae-inhibitor (5). The ability to inhibit
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algae probably is owing to its cell-density, which is
modulating by quorum sensing substance (e.g. AHL
molecules). The screening experiment in our
laboratory using AHL biosensor Chromobacterium
violaceum CV026, showed that this isolate possesses
AHL activities (5). The QS property of ST1 strain has
been observed, but the gene responsible for its AHL
production remains unknown. Thus, we performed
whole genome sequencing of this bacterium with the
ultimate goal of searching for its AHL synthase gene.

Data description
The genomic DNA of P. sneebia ST1 bacterium
was extracted and purified using genomic DNA
extraction and a clean kit, respectively (Mo Bio, CA,
USA). This process was conducted following the
protocol of the manufacturer. The concentration and
quality of the genomic DNA was detected using a
nano-drop spectrophotometer (Thermo Scientific) and
gel electrophoresis (Bio-Rad, USA), respectively.
Whole genome sequencing of the normalized DNA
was performed using Illumina Hiseq 2000 (Illumina,
San Diego, CA) by generating paired-end libraries
with an insert size of 476 bp and mate-paired libraries
with an insert size of 6,020 bp. The read length was set
to 125 bp. The raw sequence data were trimmed and
subsequently assembled. De novo assembly was
performed using CLC Genomics Workbench Version.
5.1 (CLC Bio, Denmark) and trimmed using a
minimum Phred quality scores of 20, a minimum
length of 50 bp, allowing no ambiguous nucleotides
and trimming off some low quality nucleotides. The
trimmed sequences were assembled using CLC's de
novo assembly algorithm, using a minimum scaffold
length of 1 K bp. The predicted coding sequences
(CDSs) were translated and used to search the NCBI
nonredundant and other databases. The gene
prediction was performed with a prokaryote gene
prediction algorithm using Prodigal (version 2.6) (6),
while rRNA and tRNA were predicted with
RNAmmer (7) and tRNAscan-SE version 1.21 (8),
respectively. Subsequently, the strain sequence was
annotated with RAST (9). Additional gene prediction
analysis manual functional annotations were
performed within the Integrated Microbial Genomes
(IMG) platform (http://img.jgi.doe.gov).
The genome features of P. sneebia ST1 are
summarized in Table 1. There were 4631 encoding
gene sequences with an average size of 933 bp
predicted
using
Glimmer
version
3.02
(http://www.cbcb.umd.edu/sortware/glimmer),
giving a coding intensity of 88.31%. The assembly of
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the genome yielded 19 contigs with a total contig size
of 4,881,765 bp. The largest contig size was 2,612,975
bp. The final draft genome of P. sneebia strain ST1
contained 4,891,646 bases and a G+C content of
51.97%. The analyses of the draft genomes identified
4,631 open reading frames, and 152 non-coding RNAs
were found in the genome, including 81 tRNA, 19
rRNA, and 52 sRNA. Homologous comparison by
BLAST found 3,652 CDS involving 21 functional COG
groups and a part of the CDS involving 34 metabolic
pathway KEGG groups.
Genome annotation on predicted genes was
carried out by BLAST searches against a
nonredundant protein sequence database and other
databases available online, such as Clusters of
Orthologous Groups (COG) (10) and Kyoto
Encyclopedia of Genes and Genomes (KEGG) groups
(11). Based on the functional categories of COG
(http://www.ncbi.nim.nih.gov/COG/), 407 genes
are involved in carbohydrate metabolism and 306
genes participate in nitrogen utilization and energy
conversion, which allows the microorganism to adapt
to and compete in algae-bacteria symbiosis. After
gene annotation analysis, 185 genes were related to
signal transport and interaction processing.
Potentially, these genes are a key feature of P. sneebia
ST1 that enable it to release or receive all kinds of
signals,
including
biological
and
chemical
information. To the AHL signals, the AHL encoding
gene (LuxR) was predicted to be located at contig 2,
and the gene length is 599 bp. This gene has a
relatively high identity of the LuxR gene of Citrobacter
freundii (GenBank: WP_003025485.1). In addition, a
putative AI-2 (autoinducer-2) production protein
LuxS gene was also found. This protein (158 amino
acids) had a 75% identity of the LuxS gene of Vibrio
harveyi (GenBank: AF120098.1). The density regulate
factors (AHL signal) allows P. sneebia ST1 to grow fast
and outcompete its host (algae). Hence, it can be as a
potential candidate to control algae, especially the
harmful algae. This whole-genome sequence provides
deeper understanding of the interactions between
bacteria (P. sneebia ST1) and phytoplankton under
AHLs’ regulation, and may facilitate to develop new
microecological methods to control harmful algal
bloom.

Nucleotide sequence accession number
This whole-genome shotgun project has been
deposited at GenBank under the accession number
LJOF00000000. The version described in this paper is
the first version LJOF00000000.1.
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Table 1: Genome features of Providencia sneebia strain ST1.
Attributes

Values

Genome size

4.89 Mb

GC content %

51.97%

Number of Contigs

19

Total contig size

4,881,765

Largest contig

2,612,975

Scafflods

8

Total scaffold size

4,891,646

Largest scaffold

3,448,390

Protein encoding genes

4631

tRNAs

81

rRNAs

19

Minisatellite DNA

54

Microsatellite DNA

3

Class of COG predicted function

34

Predicted AHL syntheses gene (LuxR) site

Contig 2

Potential encoding-LuxR gene length

599 bp
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